
Coaches, 
 
Schedules: the schedules with room numbers are attached.   
 
Practice flights: Unfortunately we will not be able to have practice flights Saturday 
morning 
 
Digital Copies of exams (and keys): As a reminder, please send in a digital copy of the 
test and answer key (one file preferable) to rjacks@sanjuan.edu with the subject line: ML 
EXAM. 
 
Homerooms: Homerooms can be accessed after the coach checks in to E2 Saturday 
morning and we request photos of the room be taken so you can return the room to that 
condition at the end. We also request an adult be in the room the whole time (doesn’t 
have to be the same adult the whole time).  For obvious reasons, we request nothing 
migrate from the rooms on Saturday.    
 
Shared event rooms: due to running the events for three hours each, we needed to use 
more rooms for two separate events.  The following rooms are being used twice and we 
request that event coordinators set up and clean up quickly (we did try to pick good 
events for this). You do have 20 extra minutes between these events for expressly this 
purpose (along with giving the engineering event supervisors a lunch break). 
 
Room Morning Event & Afternoon Event 
B10  C Anatomy & Physio & B Solar system 
B1  B Anatomy & Physio & C Astro 
B2  C Dynamic Planet & C Code Busters 
D8 C Designer Genes & Density Lab 
B9 C Ornithology & C Fossils 
D6 C Geologic Mapping & Road Scholar  
D5 B Herpetology & C Herpetology 
D1 C Water Quality & B Water Quality 
C1/C3 C Write it Do it & B Write it Do it 
C7 B CodeBuster & B Circuit Lab 
 
Check in: Starts at 7 (but we understand if the early impound event supervisors have to 
get into their rooms before that.   


